
7.3 DRAFT WOLLONDILLY HERITAGE PLANNING PROPOSAL 

Reason for LPP Referral: Local Planning Panel Direction – Planning 
Proposals, issued on 27 September 2018, requires 
all planning proposals to be referred to the LPP for 
advice before Council considers the matter  

Address: Shire Wide 

Proposal: Draft Planning Proposal to recognise places that 
have heritage significance by updating the 
Environmental heritage schedule in the Wollondilly 
Local Environmental Plan 2011 

Applicant: Wollondilly Shire Council 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this report is to seek the advice of the Wollondilly Shire Local Planning 
Panel (the Panel) on a Council initiated planning proposal (draft proposal) to update 
heritage listings for the Shire and ensure Wollondilly’s heritage places are properly 
identified, documented and managed. This report recommends Council support the 
draft proposal for Gateway determination.    

The draft planning proposal is informed by the findings and recommendations of the 
Shire Wide Heritage Study and other relevant heritage studies. These studies reviewed 
existing heritage listings, heritage conservation areas and listed archaeological sites 
and investigated potential new heritage items for listing. 

In response, the following amendments to Wollondilly Local Environmental Plan 2011 
(WLEP 2011) and State Environmental Planning Policy (Precincts – Western Parkland 
City) 2021 (Precincts SEPP) are sought by the draft proposal: 

• 55 new heritage items. 

• Three (3) Landscape Conservation Areas (Spaniard’s Hill, Vault Hill and the 
Appin Massacre landscape). 

• One new Heritage Conservation Area (Appin Road Conservation Area). 

• Extension to the existing Picton Heritage Conservation Area. 

• Removal of five (5) existing Heritage items as they no longer retain their 
heritage significance. 

• Amalgamation of four (4) items. 

• Minor housekeeping revisions to 49 existing items. 

Preliminary notification has been undertaken to advise affected landowners and other 
stakeholders and seek feedback on the proposed amendments. In response, 72 
submissions were received including two public agency submissions.  

In order to ensure significant heritage items and places are adequately protected as 
early as possible, this report recommends that the principle of the draft planning 
proposal is supported. Subject to a favourable Gateway determination, formal public 
exhibition will trigger statutory protection of draft heritage items identified in the draft 
proposal.  

Progressing the draft proposal will still allow submitters to make further representations 
to Council during the public exhibition period. A post exhibition report to Council will 
recommend any amendments to the draft proposal in response to submissions and 
further consideration and feedback received during preliminary notification.  



This means that no adjustments will be made to the draft proposal at this stage, with 
the exception of including additional land, being the full road reserve and length of Old 
Razorback Road and the full length of the Upper Canal, as detailed in this report. 

PUBLIC SUBMISSIONS 

There were 10 registered speakers for this item. 

PANEL CONSIDERATIONS AND REASONS FOR ADVICE 

During closed deliberations, the panel noted: 

1. It is recognised that there is a legitimate need to update the LEP heritage listings, 

noting that the last review was in 1992. 

2. The proposal is consistent with Council’s land use vision as detailed in the 

Wollondilly 2040 Local Strategic Planning Statement dated March 2020.  

3. The proposal is consistent with the Western City District Plan dated March 2018. 

4. Some of the objections raised by residents and landowners appeared to raise 

legitimate concerns about the appropriateness or extent of proposed heritage listing 

which require further investigation.  

5. There is an ongoing need for Council officers to continue their dialogue with land 

owners that have had their site nominated for heritage listing and dispute that 

potential listing 

6. The disputed listings would benefit from a more detailed assessment by an 

independent heritage consultant, including an on-site, and where warranted an 

internal, inspection of each disputed listing.  

7. There are potentially opportunities to only list or map part of a site as opposed to 

the whole of the site, noting that there are some planning system benefits associated 

with having a whole site listed. This may resolve some of the concerns expressed.  

8. The more detailed assessment and consultation can occur during or even post 

exhibition of the Draft LEP.  

ADVICE 

That the Panel: 

1. Notes that the Draft Planning Proposal has strategic planning merit and 
supports the principle of identifying and protecting items and places with 
heritage significance in Wollondilly by implementing the recommendations 
of the heritage studies undertaken to inform the planning proposal. 

2. Notes the recommendation to support progressing the Draft Planning 
Proposal, in the form described at Attachment 2 of the Council report with 
the inclusion of the following additional land: 

 the full road reserve and length of Old Razorback Road, 

 the full length of the Upper Canal including the open canal and piped 
sections 

3. Notes that if the Draft Planning Proposal is supported by Council, that it 
should not be taken as support for all the proposed changes at this stage 
and that a final decision will be made after a public exhibition. 



4. Notes the recommendation for Council to request authorisation as the 
Local Plan Making Authority to undertake the plan making functions for this 
planning proposal. 

5. Notes that as the Planning Proposal progresses, staff will further 
investigate the site-specific merit to any potential changes, and considers 
that where proposed listings are disputed, staff should undertake site visits 
and seek independent advice to inform the final recommendation to 
Council after a public exhibition and prior to finalisation. 

VOTING 

3/0  

 

Please note the Chair recused herself form the meeting because of a non-pecuniary 
interest in one of the nominated heritage items. 

 

 


























